★ Attracts and kills flies
★ Standard particle size to reduce dust
★ Can be used as a scatter bait or in bait stations

ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Methomyl (CAS# 16752-77-5) ................................ 1.000%
(Z)-9-Tricosene (CAS# 27519-02-4) ................... 0.049%
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ................................ 98.951%
Total .............................................................. 100.000%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION
See Back Panel For Additional Cautions
Net Weight: 40 LB (18.14 Kg)
DIRECTIONS FOR USE: It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Starbar® GOLDEN MALRIN® Fly Bait (GOLDEN MALRIN®) is a fly bait formula containing Muscamone® Fly Attractant which encourages both male and female flies to remain in the treated area, thus feeding on the bait.

GOLDEN MALRIN® IS NOT TO BE USED INSIDE OR AROUND HOMES, OR ANY OTHER PLACE WHERE CHILDREN OR PETS ARE LIKELY TO BE PRESENT.

Do not apply this product in a way that will contact workers or other persons. Only protected handlers may be in the areas during application. Do not contaminate feed and foodstuffs. DO NOT APPLY WHERE POULTRY OR OTHER ANIMALS, ESPECIALLY DOGS AND YOUNG CALVES, CAN PICK IT UP OR LICK IT. Do not use in homes or where milk is processed or stored. Do not feed treated garbage. Use only in areas inaccessible to food producing animals, children, and pets.

Do not use in edible product areas of food processing plants, restaurants, or other areas where food is commercially prepared or processed. Do not use in serving areas while food is present.

SCATTER BAITS:
Use GOLDEN MALRIN® as a scatter bait only around the outside of certain commercial agricultural production facilities where children or pets will not be present, specifically feedlots, broiler houses, and livestock barns. Bait may be used on walkways in caged layer houses.

GOLDEN MALRIN® may also be used as a scatter bait around the outside of the following commercial facilities: canneries, beverage plants, meat and poultry processing plants, food processing plants, and commercial refuse dumpsters which are fenced or otherwise enclosed. Do not use around commercial dumpsters which are not enclosed. Do not use around dumpsters in residential settings.

To avoid contact, distribute bait directly from container or other device at the rate of approximately 1/4 lb (4 oz) per 500 sq ft of fly feeding area. Reapply on a daily basis to maintain control, when the fly population is large enough to consume 4 oz of GOLDEN MALRIN® within a 500 sq ft area in 1 day. However, when fly populations decrease, consumption of the bait also decreases, so reapply every 2-3 days to maintain adequate fly control.

DO NOT PUT IN PILES. Keep 1 to 2 inch intervals between particles. DO NOT ALLOW FOOD PRODUCING ANIMALS OR PETS TO HAVE ACCESS TO TREATED AREAS.

BAIT STATIONS:
Use GOLDEN MALRIN® in any commercial bait station secured at least 4 feet above the ground and inaccessible to food-producing animals, pets, and children in the following areas: stables, outside of milking parlors, kennels, fast food establishments, restaurants, commissaries, bakeries, supermarkets, refuse dumpsters, and warehouses. Do not use in edible product areas of food processing plants, restaurants, or other areas where food is commercially prepared or processed. Do not use in serving areas while food is present. Add 1 oz of product to each of 4 bait stations and space the 4 stations as equally as possible within a 500 sq ft treatment area. Add product to replace amount consumed before the station is empty; do not exceed 1 oz of GOLDEN MALRIN® per station at any time. Reapply on a daily basis to maintain control, when the fly population is large enough to consume 4 oz of GOLDEN MALRIN® within a 500 sq ft area in 1 day. However, when fly populations decrease, consumption of the bait also decreases, so reapply every 2-3 days to maintain adequate fly control. Replace bait station if physically damaged.

STORAGE and DISPOSAL:
Do not contaminate water, food, or feed by storage or disposal. Pesticide Storage: Store the product in a dry, cool place not reachable by children. Pesticide Disposal: Wastes resulting from the use of this product may be disposed of on site or at an approved waste disposal facility. Container Handling: Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Empty container by tapping side to apply contents as directed in the Directions for Use. Then offer for recycling if available or puncture and dispose of in a sanitary landfill, or by other procedures allowed by state and local authorities.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS - HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS - CAUTION: Harmful if swallowed or absorbed through the skin. Avoid contact with skin, eyes, or clothing. Do not allow children or pets into treated areas.

FIRST AID:
If swallowed • Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. • Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. • Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. • Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

If on skin or clothing • Take off contaminated clothing. • Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes.

If in eyes • Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. • Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor, or going for treatment. You may also contact 1-800-347-8272 for emergency medical treatment information.

NOTE TO PHYSICIAN/VETERINARIAN: Contains Methomyl, an N-methyl carbamate that inhibits cholinesterase. Atropine is antidotal, if signs of cholinesterase inhibition are present. Early symptoms of poisoning in humans include: excessive sweating, headache, nausea, vomiting, blurred vision, slurred speech, and muscle twitching. Symptoms of poisoning in animals include: salivation, labored breathing, diarrhea, vomiting, tremors, and pinpoint pupils.

Personal Protective Equipment: Applicators and all other handlers must wear: • Long-sleeved shirt and long pants • Socks and Shoes • Chemical resistant gloves made of any waterproof material

Follow manufacturer’s instructions for cleaning/maintaining PPE. If no such instructions for washables, use detergent and hot water. Keep and wash PPE separately from other laundry.

User Safety Recommendations:
Users should always wash hands before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco products, or using the toilet.

Users should remove PPE immediately after handling this product. Wash the outside of gloves before removing. As soon as possible, wash thoroughly and change into clean clothing.

Users should remove clothes immediately if pesticide gets inside. Then wash thoroughly and put on clean clothing.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS: This pesticide is toxic to birds, fish, aquatic invertebrates, and mammals. Collect, cover, or incorporate any piles of granules spilled on the soil surface. Runoff may be hazardous to aquatic organisms in neighboring areas. Do not apply directly to water, or to areas where surface water is present. This chemical is known to leach through soil into groundwater, especially where soils are permeable or water table is near the surface.

Seller makes no warranty, expressed or implied, concerning the use of the product other than indicated on the label. Buyer assumes all risks of use and handling of this material when such use and handling are contrary to label instructions.

For information or in emergency (24 hrs) call 1-800-347-8272.

www.starbarproducts.com

Produced for:
Wellmark International
1501 East Woodfield Road 200VW
Schaumburg, Illinois 60173

EPA Reg. No.: 2724-274
EPA Est. No.: 99578-TX-1

Goldent Malrin, Muscamone, Starbar and the Starbar logo are registered trademarks of Wellmark International. Central Garden & Pet and its logo are trademarks of Central Garden & Pet Company. ©1996-2011 Wellmark International Made in U.S.A.
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